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Follow the authors

Dozens of empirical studies have found that immigration benefits American workers.

Even immigrant workers with little formal education have, with some

(https://academic.oup.com/restud/article-abstract/80/1/145/1596869?

redirectedFrom=fulltext&casa_token=FaR2hU21X3sAAAAA�VxmyY3Lt05JyfuAxR1gzwKjVDtAyzcQ3CeOn6dlNxT0nG-

i84FETL5TqYuzn6yV9rqkdtKPPOWVI3FA� exceptions

(https://academic.oup.com/qje/article-abstract/118/4/1335/1925108� , been found to

have negligible effects on the wages of similarly

(https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-abstract/10/1/152/2182016� educated
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(https://academic.oup.com/jeea/article-abstract/10/1/120/2182015?

redirectedFrom=fulltext&casa_token=56OzsDjO3WAAAAAA:v_7AbD_j7WckjOmjaw7pK_3oz38ZD1xxahbXWBa4OxmCJ

workers (https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257%2Fjel.20151248&&from=f) .

As part of Brookings Workforce of the Future initiative’s ongoing efforts to identify

immigration policies that benefit American workers, we present a new perspective on

the role that immigrants play in the U.S. economy. Using the “complementarity index,”

we show that immigrant workers are broadly complementary to natives, both because

immigrants work in occupations that serve an unusually wide range of industries, and

also because immigrant-intensive occupations often complement other jobs.

Acknowledging this complementarity is essential given that current trends in

occupation growth imply that the immigrant workforce will become increasingly

central to the U.S. economy in the coming years.

In Figure 1 each dot represents an occupation. The vertical axis measures the share of

workers in that occupation that were born abroad, using Census data from 2019. The

horizontal axis tracks our own “complementarity index,” which measures the extent to

which each occupation complements all others. The higher the index, the more that

workers in the occupation are likely to fuel demand for other jobs.

Figure 1. Immigrants and occupational complementarity

(https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Figure-1.-
Immigrants-and-occupational-complementarity.png)

Source: Census Bureau and authors’ calculations

The logic of our complementarity index is that an occupation is considered

complementary to other occupations for two reasons: first, if it is present in many

industries, in effect influencing the way goods and services are produced throughout

the economy; and second, if within an industry its employment share grows or shrinks

in tandem with other occupations, indicating that its use is tightly linked to the use of

other workers. Formally, the measure captures the share of industries in which any two

occupations were both present together and simultaneously grew or shrank over time.

For example, we find that the complementarity between “food and beverage serving

workers” and “cooks and food preparation workers” is 0.49, a relatively high value that

indicates that the two occupations were used together in 49 percent of U.S. industries

and, at the same time, that their employment shares were positively correlated.
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The overall complementarity index (the horizontal axis of Figure 1� is then the simple

average of all these pairwise complementarities for each occupation. For instance,

“Office and Administrative Support Workers” and “Financial Specialists” are two of the

most complementary occupations, reflecting both their pervasiveness in the economy

and the fact that any particular occupation is likely to be reliant on administrative and

financial support.

While recognizing that there may be many reasons for these observed correlations,

the patterns in the figure suggest that millions of immigrants work in occupations that

are central to the rest of the workforce, thereby supporting millions of American jobs.

In fact, Figure 1 indicates that the majority of the most immigrant-intensive

occupations are above average on this index.

Moreover, the concentration of immigrants in occupations that are central to the U.S.

economy will be the case well into the future, as many of these highly central

occupations are projected to be among the fastest growing jobs over the next few

years, as Figure 2 shows. In the figure, the horizontal axis shows the Bureau of Labor

Statistics’ projected employment growth for each occupation for the period 2020�

2030, while the vertical axis measures the share of foreign-born workers in each

occupation in 2019.

Figure 2. Immigrants and future job growth

(https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Figure-2.�Immigrants-and-

future-job-growth.png)

Source: Census Bureau and authors’ calculations

The occupations in the upper-right quadrant correspond to jobs that are both

immigrant intensive and fast growing (the dotted line marks the average value in both

instances). For instance, “home health and personal care” occupations—which include

nurses and other health professionals—will add over one million workers over the next

few years, and approximately 25 percent of workers in these jobs were foreign-born,

as of 2019.

A major challenge for policymakers is identifying the highest value

policies. Our complementarity index addresses this by identifying
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speci�c parts of the immigrant workforce that create signi�cant and

widespread bene�ts for U.S. workers.

Taking the two figures together, we see that there are a handful of occupations that

are immigrant-intensive, fast-growing, and that also have high overall complementarity

with the rest of the economy according to our measure above. A few of these are

“motor vehicle operators,” “food preparation workers,” “material moving workers,” and

“building cleaning and pest control workers.” Each of these jobs requires little formal

education but serves as a vital link along a wide range of industry production chains.

A major challenge for policymakers is identifying the highest value policies. Our

complementarity index addresses this by identifying specific parts of the immigrant

workforce that create significant and widespread benefits for U.S. workers.

Accordingly, the index can serve as one basis for identifying the parts of the economy

that would benefit most from targeted immigration reforms.
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